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Abstrakt: Výzkum v oblasti ribonukleových kyselin (RNA) získává na popularitě 

s postupujícím rozšiřováním našich znalostí o jejich funkcích. Nicméně, abychom 

mohli správně prozkoumávat nové struktury, potřebujeme robustní výpočetní 

nástroje odhalující různé vlastnosti. Jeden z takových nástrojů je strukturní 

superpozice, metoda sloužící k zarovnání dvou struktur a ohodnocení jejich 

podobnosti. Superpozice struktur se dá použít na terciální RNA struktury pro 

vizuální porovnání, shlukování či určení jejich funkcí. Cílem této práce je 

prezentovat nový přístup k získávání superpozice RNA struktur za použití 

sekundárních RNA struktur a jejich vazeb na stromy. Algoritmy pro stromovou 

editační vzdálenost jsou použity a je ukázán souhrn metod pro generování 

superpozice z vypočítaných stromových podobností. Tato metoda je zarovnána do 

kontextu existujících prací a její přesnost je porovnána s nejlepšími aktuálními 

metodami pro strukturní superpozici. Implementace je přístupná 

na https://github.com/gyfis/rawted. 
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Introduction  
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is one of the hot topics of current research, with new 

types and functions being discovered at high speed, along with new molecular 

structures [1]. Because of that, it is necessary to have robust computational tools to 

analyse the molecules, categorise them and assess their functions. 

One of the tools used to discover information about new RNA molecules is 

structural superposition, a method for finding the best superposition of two, or more, 

structures. Researchers can leverage results from this method to compare newly 

discovered structures with existing ones, or they might use this information to cluster 

the existing structures into functionally similar groups. Another use case is to 

visually compare the structures and infer some knowledge from their differences, 

which would otherwise remain hidden. 

The aim of this thesis is to present a novel approach for superposition of RNA 

structures, using both the information we have about secondary structures and also 

our existing knowledge about the links between the secondary structures and trees. 

Alongside the general description, we want to implement the new method and 

validate its functionality against existing solutions on this topic. 

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. 

Chapter 1: RNA Molecules discusses the biological background of the RNA 

molecules. 

Chapter 2: RNA Superposition introduces the problem of RNA superposition, 

describes existing measures and previous works on this topic.  

Chapter 3: RAWTED dives deep into the description of the method and talks 

about each part of its pipeline in detail. 

Chapter 4: Results and Future Work describes the implementation of the 

RAWTED pipeline before talking about evaluations, comparisons with existing 

solutions and limitations of our method. 
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1 RNA Molecules 

1.1 Biological Background to RNA Molecules 
Ribonucleic acid is a molecule that is formed as a chain of nucleotides. Various 

forces are influencing this structure, and because of that, it has numerous forms in a 

three-dimensional space. RNA usually folds onto itself, with having parts of the 

structure not accessible from the outside of the molecule. For a long time, it was 

thought that RNA was only active in the process of protein synthesis, either as a 

genetic information carrier (messenger RNA), a catalysator (ribosomal RNA), or a 

translator (transfer RNA). Other than playing a large part in the protein synthesis 

process, studies in recent years have shown that RNA holds a much greater variety of 

functions in the cell. 

Messenger RNA (mRNA) is a family of RNA molecules that move genetic 

information from DNA to the ribosome, where it specifies the amino acid sequence 

of the protein products of gene expression. The nucleotide sequence in mRNA is 

read in parts, three base pairs at a time, together forming a codon. Each codon 

encodes particular amino acid (AA) except the stop codons that terminate the protein 

synthesis. Because of these functions, mRNA is recognised as coding RNA, and 

every other RNA is referred to as non-coding RNA (ncRNA). 

Transfer RNA (tRNA) serves as a link between mRNA and the AA sequence of 

proteins. The role of tRNA is to specify which sequence from the genetic code 

corresponds to which amino acid. For each codon, there exists a specific tRNA 

corresponding to that codon, and because of this it is possible for tRNA to perform 

the translation. On one side of the corresponding tRNA there is an anticodon that 

forms three base pairs with the codon in the mRNA, and on the other side the amino 

acid is covalently attached, corresponding to the anticodon sequence. Each type of 

tRNA can have only one amino acid, and because the genetic code contains multiple 

codons specifying the same amino acid, several tRNA molecules bear different 

anticodons but carry the same amino acid. 

Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is responsible for transforming amino acids received from 

tRNA into proteins. It performs this task by pairing the codons found in the mRNA 

with the anticodons provided by the tRNA, extracting the amino acids from the 

tRNA and letting them bond with peptide bonds. This process starts at the start codon 
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in the mRNA and ends when one of the stop codons in the mRNA is matched, 

releasing the finished polypeptide. 

The RNA can function as storage of genetic information similarly to the DNA, as 

some viruses have RNA rather than DNA genomes. These roles of RNA might point 

at our evolutionary ancestry, as it is thought that the RNA was used as the main 

genetic material earlier in evolution.  

Spliceosomes, types of RNA that can splice genes, have a recognition function. 

Because a large proportion of eukaryotic genes are split between coding and non-

coding segments (called exons and introns, respectively) and the mRNA is composed 

only of the coding segments, the spliceosomal splicing is necessary to properly 

discard the introns so that the translation can be successful.  

A biogenesis of some of the RNA molecules is also a process that is being 

facilitated by a subgroup of non-coding RNA molecules. For example, the biogenesis 

of Ribosomal RNA is facilitated by the small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), and the 

small Cajal body-associated RNA (scaRNA) performs the biogenesis of small 

nuclear RNA (snRNA).  

1.2 Types of RNA Structure 
The nucleic acid structure can be looked at from different angles that are usually 

split into four hierarchical levels – primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary, 

where each of these levels shows different information, and together they form a 

complete view of the RNA.  

The primary structure is a view of the RNA molecule that shows the actual 

sequence of nucleotides. A nucleotide is a building block of the primary structure 

and also of the whole molecule, and consists of three components: a nitrogenous 

base, a pentose, and one or more phosphate groups.  

There are five types of nitrogenous bases found in nucleic acids split into two 

groups – purines, having adenine and guanine, and pyrimidines, having cytosine, 

thymine, and uracil, with the bases abbreviated as A, G, C, T, and U, respectively. 

DNA and RNA both share adenine, guanine, and cytosine, but the fourth base is 

unique – thymine for DNA and uracil for RNA. The pentose present in nucleotides is 

either a ribose, found in RNA, or deoxyribose, found in DNA. The sugar type and the 

different fourth base are the only differences between primary structures of RNA and 

DNA. Figure 1 shows the nitrogenous bases. 
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Figure 1: Nucleotide bases 

The secondary structure holds a set of interactions between bases – it defines 

which nucleotides are bonded together, and is responsible for the shape of the 

molecule. In DNA, the secondary structure is formed by the opposite strands bonding 

each other, while in RNA, one strand is folded and bonds with itself, creating more 

varied shapes.  

The basic motifs and parts that are formed by the base pairs and that can be seen in 

the RNA secondary structure are helices, loops, bulges and junctions. Helices are 

narrow parts of the structure, formed by complementary parts of the strand. Loops 

are sequences of the structure where there is no pairing involved, and they can be 

either at the end of a helix or in the middle of it (also called internal loops). Bulges 

are similar to internal loops but are formed only on one part of the strand. Junctions 

are places where more than two helices connect.  

One of the most common elements of an RNA secondary structure is a hairpin, 

formed by a stem and a loop. The stem is a double helical tract created from one 

strand, and the unconnected nucleotides between the connected helices form a loop. 

Tetraloop is a particular type of the hairpin, composed of four base pairs. A 

pseudoknot is a more complicated secondary structure motif, and it is formed when 
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one part of the secondary structure interacts with another part while already being a 

part of another motif. Common secondary structure motifs can be seen in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Secondary structure motifs [2] 

Tertiary structure is the set of the actual locations of atoms in the three-

dimensional space, and as such it describes the folding of the structure, whether some 

parts of it are exposed or not, and so on. Because of its three-dimensional properties, 

it can show motifs that are not directly visible in the secondary structure. Figure 3 

shows secondary and tertiary structures of the 1njn molecule.  
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Quaternary structure describes the interactions between separate nucleic acid 

molecules and is not very relevant to the study of the RNA. 

 
Figure 3: Secondary and tertiary structure of the 1njn molecule 
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2 RNA Superposition 

2.1 Structural Superposition 
Structural superposition is a category of methods that try to align two three-

dimensional structures over each other. In the context of RNA, it is used to align two 

tertiary RNA structures. Figure 4 shows an example of two RNA tertiary structures 

along with two possible superpositions. 

 
Figure 4: RNA Tertiary structures and superposition 

One of the main reasons for studying structural superposition of RNA is the fact 

that the structure encodes the function of the molecule. In the following section, we 

list a couple of works showing links between specific structural motifs and the 

function the molecule has. 
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It was shown that a loop-loop interaction in a three-way junction in a specific kind 

of riboswitches restricts the conformation of the motif, thereby promoting ligand 

binding [3]. An algorithm called CapR was developed to reveal structural 

specificities of RNA-binding proteins (RPB) and RNA interactions [4]. The study 

presented that several RPB binds to their target RNA molecules under specific 

structural contexts. 

Structural superposition can act as a link between new research and existing 

information we have. What one of the main usages superposition of RNA has is the 

ability to link newly found structures with unknown functions to existing structures, 

which were previously studied. This link allows for a faster understanding of new 

discoveries as well as simplifying the work of researchers. It can also be used as a 

measure for categorising existing structures or displaying visual similarities of the 

structures. 

2.2 Measures of Structural Similarity 
We are yet to completely understand the links between molecular function and 

structure. Because of our limited knowledge, we cannot properly examine and 

quantify the superposition of two structures with respect to their function, and 

therefore we cannot define what a perfect structural alignment is [5]. For a given 

superposition of the structures, we can use various functions to quantify the 

optimality of the alignment, and while multiple methods for measuring structural 

similarity were developed in the recent years, deciding which one to use largely 

depends on the context in which they are used.  

!"#$ !!, !! = !!! − !!! !!
!!!

!  

Equation 1: Root mean square deviation 

The most common method for measuring structural similarity is the Root Mean 

Square Deviation (RMSD). In general, this measure requires a list of value pairs; in 

the context of the structural similarity domain, the input is a list of some pairs of 

atoms from each of the structures. When the method for superposition does not 

return a list of pairs, it can be problematic to use this measure. One solution to this 

problem is to use pairs of residues from the two structures that are mutually closest to 

each other [6]. Another way is to take the smaller of the two structures and for each 
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of its residues, find the closest residue from the second structure. The last approach 

can also be applied on both structures (the smaller and the larger), and then the 

smaller RMSD can be used. 

!"# = 100 ∗ !!"!  

Equation 2: Percentage of structural identity 

Because there is no direct way to use RMSD on two structures, it can be 

problematic to express confidence of the alignment in the results. A different 

measure was developed to assess this problem – the Percentage of Structural Identity 

(PSI) [7]. This measure returns a percentage of superposed nucleotides within a set 

distance cut–off. The distance threshold for this measure is 4.0 Å, and in the 

equation, !!" corresponds to the number of nucleotide pairs within this threshold. ! 

is the number of residues in the smaller structure. Ångström (Å) is a unit of length 

equal to 10!!" !. 

2.3 Existing Approaches 
In recent years, many different approaches to assess the structural similarity were 

shown, each taking a different path to the solution and each using different available 

data about the structures. 

One of the first tools presented to compare tertiary structures of RNA was 

PRIMOS [8].  The algorithm uses pseudo-torsion angles ! and ! computed by the 

AMIGOS [9] tool to create a sequential representation of the structure, called RNA 

worm. It uses these so-called worms to compare two or more structures on a 

nucleotide-to-nucleotide basis and to show structural similarities and differences. 

Another tool, called COMPADRES [10], was shown, exploiting the methods used 

by the PRIMOS algorithm. The RNA worms returned by the PRIMOS algorithm 

were used to detect new conformational motifs, and four new tertiary RNA motifs 

were discovered using this tool, three of which were not structurally described 

before.  

A novel approach called Alignment of RNA tertiary structures (ARTS) [11] was 

shown as a first method that was fast enough to process existing structures, and that 

did not need any information about existing structural motifs in the structures. The 

algorithm behind this approach is based on creating all correspondences between two 

successive base pairs in structure A and two successive base pairs in structure B. 
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When the correspondence is found, the algorithm extends the pairing on the missing 

base pairs, and all of the base pairs are then used to superpose one structure on the 

other. These superpositions are ranked, and the highest one is reported. The 

algorithm runs in !(!!), where ! is the maximal number of nucleotides in the given 

nucleic acids. 

A set of MATLAB tools called Find RNA 3D (FR3D) [12] was presented, 

allowing users to process the RNA structures and input a 3D query motif to get 

scored motifs in the loaded structure, along with custom specified cutoff score so that 

only relevant motifs are found. The core of this method is the representation of bases 

by their 3D position and by the rotation matrix describing their orientation on a 

common frame. 

As the FR3D method only processed a search against a query motif, and the ARTS 

method was, while highly accurate, based on a cubic algorithm, there was still a 

place for an algorithm that would be more practical. That is what the authors of 

dihedral alignment (DIAL) [13] presented in their work. The method computes 

global, local and semi-global alignments in !(!!) time using affine gap penalty 

calculated by combining nucleotide similarity, dihedral and pseudo-dihedral angles, 

as well as the base-pairing nature of nucleotides. The quadratic nature of this method 

is based on using the Needleman–Wunsch global alignment [14], Smith-Waterman 

local alignment [15], and an implementation of a semi-global alignment modified to 

perform motif searching. 

Because the previous methods either required secondary structure information or 

did not properly return a statistical significance of their results, a new method called 

SARA [7] was presented, overcoming these limitations. It starts by calculating an 

atom trace for each of the structures. The atom traces are then mapped to unit spheres 

of each nucleotide, based on a user input. All pairs of unit spheres are then 

compared, resulting in a matrix with the scores. A dynamic algorithm procedure is 

used to identify a global alignment in the matrix, which is then processed to 

maximise the number of atoms within 3.5 Å between the two structures, and finishes 

by calculating a P-value and its minus logarithm to assess the statistical significance 

of this method.  

An algorithm taking a different path called LaJolla [16] was presented. It uses a 

string representation of a macromolecular structure and a hash table storing n-grams 

used for a search. The algorithm works in two steps. In the first step, the query 
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structure is converted to n-grams, and all relevant structures containing these n-

grams are retrieved from the hash table. In the second step, all n-gram pairs are 

aligned, and their scores are calculated. 

Another approach to the problem of superposition was implemented by the PARTS 

method, used in the SARSA website [17]. This method takes all nucleotides in the 

tertiary structure and uses vector quantization (VQ) to cluster them to obtain 23 

different elements in their structural alphabet (SA). The method then transforms the 

3D structure into a 1D structure using the SA and utilises classical sequence 

alignment algorithms to determine structural similarities. The first improvement of 

the PARTS method, the improved PARTS (iPARTS) [18], present a different 

approach for obtaining the structural alphabet - it takes the nucleotides and plots 

them on a Ramachandran–like plot using their ! and ! angles. Clustering on the 2D 

plot is then used to again obtain the 23 elements of the SA. In their second 

improvement of the method, iParts2, the authors improve the results by constructing 

a new structural alphabet consisting of 92 elements, using base information for the 

first time [19].  

RNAMotifSCAN [20] tries to find different alignments using not only canonical but 

also non-canonical base pairs of the nucleotides. The functionality of the algorithm is 

shown by searching for kink-turn, C-loop, sarcin-ricin, reverse kink-turn and E-loop 

motifs in the 23S rRNA structure, which is known for having these motifs. 

A method focusing on local superpositions was presented, called R3D Align [21]. 

The aim of this method is to produce a complete global alignment with good local 

neighbourhood superpositions. This goal is reached by converting the superposed 

structures into a particular graph on which the maximum clique represents the best 

superposition. 

RASS [22, 23] is a method that exploits information present both in the primary 

structure as well as the tertiary structure. The method achieves this by treating the 

backbone structure of RNA as a parametrized curve in !! and adding the sequence 

information as another dimension to the curve, propagating it to a higher dimension. 

RASS then transforms these curves into a quotient space called the shape space of 

elastic curves, which enables it to perform different analysis on the curves treating 

them as random variables. 

SEcondary sTructure–based TERtiary Structure Similarity Algorithm (SETTER) 

[6] is a method based on exploiting the secondary structure. The method divides the 
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structure into non–overlapping parts, called Generalized Secondary Structure Units 

(GSSUs). GSSUs are formed of a neck part and a loop part, and each unit is 

represented as an ordered set of 3D coordinates of P atoms annotated with bonding 

and nucleotide–type information.  

The method continues with taking all pairs of the structural motifs and trying to 

align them to each other, first matching the necks and then testing each pair of 

residues from both loops. That means that if the loop in first GSSU had ! elements 

and the loop in second GSSU had ! elements, the algorithm would perform  

! ∗! alignments. The measure used for choosing the resulting alignment is RMSD. 
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3 RAWTED 

3.1 Overview of the Tree Based Superposition 
The SETTER inspired us to use the secondary structure as the basis of structural 

superposition. However, where SETTER restricts itself to comparing local structural 

motifs, we use a different approach. The RNA Alignment With Tree Edit Distance 

(RAWTED) method tries to exploit the fact that the secondary RNA structure can be 

converted to a tree and that the trees can be compared using the tree edit distance 

(TED) algorithms. In this way, we do not limit ourselves to local motifs, but we take 

the whole structure into consideration instead when comparing the structures.  

The core of the RAWTED method lies in the ability to convert any tertiary RNA 

structure to trees that can be compared using tree edit distance algorithms and then 

using the output from the TED in finding a superposition. This goal is achieved by 

first converting the tertiary structure to a secondary structure using a standalone tool, 

then applying an algorithm to convert the secondary structure information to a tree, 

and finally comparing the two trees together. The next subchapters will describe each 

part of this pipeline in detail, explaining the actual process and specific difficulties in 

each of the steps. 

After the TED algorithm finishes, the resulting matrix needs to be interpreted, and 

a set of residue pairs needs to be selected for the alignment of the two structures. 

Multiple methods were developed as a part of this thesis, using different approaches 

and measurements with various results. A detailed description of these methods will 

follow the description of the pipeline steps, along with the measured qualities and 

differences of the methods. 

3.2 From Tertiary to Secondary Structure 
The first step of the RAWTED method is the conversion of the tertiary RNA 

structure to the secondary structure. Because the only inputs of the method are the 

3D locations of the nucleotides, an extraction based on those data needs to be 

performed to retrieve the secondary structure. Multiple tools and web servers are 

being developed specifically for this task.  

RNAView [24] is a web server that allows users to predict secondary structure 

based on the given tertiary structure. It uses base pair classification presented in [25] 

based on the fact that hydrogen bonding interaction between two bases involves 
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specific edges. However, this tool was first presented in 2003, and no further update 

was reported by the authors, making the tool obsolete. 

MC–Annotate [26] is another tool whose aim is to extract and annotate information 

from tertiary structures. The tool first generates a structural graph with geometric 

information and then computes symbols for atoms. The motivation behind having the 

symbolic annotation was to enable easier comparison of structures as well as the 

recognition of their motifs. This tool was taken over and incorporated in the MC–

Tools [27], however, this tool was last updated to version 1.5 in 2008, again making 

it a little irrelevant. 

This is where the Dissecting the Spatial Structure of RNA (DSSR) [28] comes into 

play. As the most recent of the considered tools, it is continuously updated, with a 

new version coming out every month or more often, and it was also successfully 

tested by the authors on the whole Protein Data Bank (PDB). One of the recent 

updates added the --json option for other programs to communicate with the DSSR 

that proved to be very helpful. 

There are multiple steps in the process of generating secondary structure from the 

tertiary structure performed by the DSSR. At the beginning of the process, the 

nucleotides are recognised using standard atom names and base planarity. Next, the 

bases are assigned a reference frame. Base pairs are identified from the distance of 

the base rings and the presence of the hydrogen bond. Then, helices are defined by 

base–stacking interactions, and closed loops are found at the end of stems. 

3.3 Converting Secondary RNA Structure to Trees 
A tree is a particular kind of ordered graph, containing one connected component 

and no cycles. In a tree, only one node without a parent can exist, usually denoted as 

a root. Each node has zero or one parents and an arbitrary number of children. Nodes 

with zero children are called leafs. The correspondence between the secondary 

structure and tree is simple. Each pair of paired residues in the secondary structure 

corresponds to an internal node, and leafs represent the unpaired residues.  

The process to transform the generated secondary structure received from the 

previous step into a tree is straightforward. Along the secondary structure 

information, a dot-bracket notation (DBN) of the structure is returned from the DSSR 

tool. This notation is used to generate the tree by a simple iterative method. 
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A detailed explanation of the dot-bracket notation as well as the conversion 

procedure follows next.  

. ( ) [ ] { } 

Code 1: Characters present in the dot-bracket notation 

As the name suggests, the DBN consists of dots and brackets. Each dot encodes an 

unpaired residue, and each opening and closing parenthesis represent a base pair. 

Other types of brackets are reserved for pseudoknots. 

Because the DSSR returns dot-bracket notation in the context of the whole RNA 

structure that can consist of multiple chains, we employ a cleaning procedure to 

solve the cases where the brackets were not properly paired – this might occur in 

cases where we limit our view to one chain even though the original structure has 

more chains. We also replace pseudoknots with normal base pairs in case only 

pseudoknots are present in the DBN. Figure 5 shows a structure with Protein Data 

Bank (PDB) ID 1mme. This structure has four chains, and while together they form a 

valid DBN, separate chains need to be cleaned to be used separately.  

 
Figure 5: 1mme molecule with highlighted chains and respective DBN 

Figure 6 shows an example of secondary structure, of its corresponding dot-

bracket notation, and also an annotated image highlighting some of the features of 

the conversion algorithm. 
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Figure 6: Secondary structure, dot-bracket notation and tree conversion 

 The algorithm starts with a node stack containing one element – a virtual node 

that will represent root in the final structure. It then iterates over all the residues 

found in the structure, in the order defined by the structure – the order is highlighted 

in Figure 6. Along with the residues, it reads the dot-bracket notation and decides 

what to do with the residue based on the read character. If it encounters a dot, it adds 

it as a child to the last element on the stack, creating a leaf. Because unpaired 

elements can be at the top level of the structure, the virtual root node was necessary 

to be added; otherwise, we would generate a forest instead of a tree. If the algorithm 

encounters an opening parenthesis, it adds a new node to the stack. In the case of a 

closing parenthesis, the last node in the stack is popped, information from the current 

residue is added to the popped node, and the popped node is added to the children of 

the now last node in the stack. The popped node is an internal node - five such nodes 

are present in Figure 6. The algorithm repeats these conditions until no residues 

remain to be processed. 

 Code 2 shows a step-by-step iteration of the algorithm on the example structure 

shown in Figure 6. The problematic parts of this conversion are pseudoknots. 

Because their structure comes from interloping in the tertiary structure, it is not 

possible to completely encode this information to the tree. Instead, residues in one 

part of the pseudoknot are considered as unpaired, therefore turning the pseudoknot 

into an ordinary hairpin. The information reduction might sound like a problem, but 
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since all structures are converted using the same algorithm, similar pseudoknots will 

get converted to similar subtrees. 

residue dbn Stack contents Operation 

- - [root] create new stack with root 

C . [root] add C1 to root.children 

A . [root] add A2 to root.children  

G ( [root, G3] add G3 to stack 

C ( [root, G3, C4] add C4 to stack 

A ( [root, G3, C4, A5] add A5 to stack 

C ( [root, G3, C4, A5, C6] add C6 to stack 

G ( [root, G3, C4, A5, C6, G7] add G7 to stack 

A . [root, G3, C4, A5, C6, G7] add A8 to G7.children 

C . [root, G3, C4, A5, C6, G7] add C9 to G7.children 

C . [root, G3, C4, A5, C6, G7] add C10 to G7.children 

C . [root, G3, C4, A5, C6, G7] add C11 to G7.children 

A . [root, G3, C4, A5, C6, G7] add A12 to G7.children 

C ) [root, G3, C4, A5, C6] add (G7+C13) to C6.children 

G ) [root, G3, C4, A5] add (C6+G14) to A5.children 

U ) [root, G3, C4] add (A5+U15) to C4.children 

G ) [root, G3] add (C4+G16) to G3.children 

C ) [root] add (G3+C17) to root.children 

G . [root] add G18 to root.children 

C . [root] add C19 to root.children 

A . [root] add A20 to root.children 

Code 2: Step-by-step iteration of the conversion algorithm 

3.4 Tree Edit Distance 
After the trees are generated, they need to be compared using a tree edit distance 

algorithm. In general, the algorithm works similarly to the sequence edit distance 

comparison algorithm of Needleman and Wunsch [14], but instead of single–letter 

objects, it uses subtrees. The result of the algorithm is a score describing how many 

insertions, deletions and node label rewrites must happen to transform one tree to the 

other, and it is calculated based on the insertion, deletion and node difference costs 

that are parameters of the method. 
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The category of the trees we are working with is ordered labelled trees. In this 

type of trees, the order among siblings is significant, and each node has a label – 

hence the name. 

Tai presented the first algorithm to solve the problem of tree edit distance [29]. 

However, the running time of the algorithm was !(! ∗ !! ∗ !! ∗ !!") where !,!! are 

the numbers of nodes in the trees, and !!, !!" are the maximum depths of the trees. 

The best input for this algorithm are trees with small, constant–like depth, resulting 

to ! ! ∗ !!  running time. However, in the worst case scenario, the running time 

would be !(!! ∗ ! ‘"), for the case where the trees are paths. 

Zhang and Shasha presented a dynamic algorithm for calculating edit distance 

between trees [30] that improved both speed and memory requirements of the 

algorithm presented in [29]. The worst–case running time for this algorithm is 

!( ! ∗ !’ ∗min !"#$ℎ !! , !"#$"% !! ∗min !"#$ℎ !! , !"#$"% !! ). 
The algorithm is based on comparing forests generated from the subtrees of the input 

trees. 

Because the domain of the tree edit distance algorithms is very well studied and 

also because of the limited scope of this work, we decided to use an existing solution 

to compare our generated trees instead of writing a new one based on the algorithms 

listed above.  

The best current solution for calculating tree edit distance is the APTED [31, 32], 

which consists of the worst–case space and time optimal algorithm to tree edit 

distance as well as a Java source code implementing this algorithm. The worst–case 

running time of the APTED method is !(!!) where ! corresponds to the number of 

tree nodes. However, to successfully exploit the data from the tree edit distance 

algorithms in the next steps, we needed the tree edit distance matrix describing the 

distance between all pairs of subtrees of the input trees. At the time of this decision, 

APTED returned only the distance between the trees, and the optimisations 

implemented to ensure the worst–case optimality made it very hard to extend the 

algorithm, and as such it falls out of the scope of this thesis.  

Because the focus of this thesis was not to present the most efficient algorithm for 

structural superposition using tree edit distance but rather explore the possibilities in 

this solution area, we settled on using the time–proven algorithm of Zhang and 

Shasha implemented as a module in Python. Thanks to its straightforward 
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implementation, we modified it easily to return the distance matrix instead of the 

actual tree edit distance. The source code used as the basis for modification can be 

found in [33], and our modified version can be accessed at [34]. Because of the 

modularity, later work can easily replace the used implementation of the algorithm 

with a more performant solution. 

3.5 From Tree Edit Distance Matrix to Structure Superposition 
After converting the tertiary structure to the secondary structure, generating the 

trees and comparing them using the tree edit distance algorithms, we are one step 

away from having the wanted superposition. The last step is to select residues that 

will be used to align the structures, using the RMSD. A multitude of approaches was 

developed, and we will go over each of them in the next part of this subchapter. Next 

chapter will then present the achieved results of the methods and compare them in 

the context of existing solutions. During the development of the methods, we 

labelled them with letters, starting with A, and this notion will be held in this thesis 

too. The letters also correspond with the ordering in which the methods were 

developed. 

3.5.1 A – Hairpin Comparison 
Method A is the first method that was developed. The idea behind this method 

originates from the SETTER algorithm, which used GSSUs to align the structures. 

We tried to simulate the general direction of the algorithm by finding all hairpin pairs 

in the structures, aligned them, compared the values computed in the subtree distance 

matrix, and selected the pair with lowest compared distance. 

Finding the hairpins from the tree is a straightforward procedure. First, we identify 

possible ending points for the hairpin – these correspond to the leafs in the tree. Then 

we backtrack from each of the nodes, merging the nodes in case of equality until we 

encounter a node that has more than one child and whose children are not leafs. This 

node represents a junction and also a starting point of the hairpin. Code 3 shows the 

pseudocode for this procedure. 
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    get_hairpins(tree) { 
 
        hairpins = [] 
        nodes = set(tree.leafs) 
 
        while !nodes.empty { 
            next_nodes = set() 
            for node in nodes { 
                if node.children.length > 1 && !node.children.all_leaves? { 
                    hairpins.add(node) 
                } else { 
                    next_nodes.add(node.parent) 
                } 
            } 
            nodes = next_nodes 
        } 
 
        return hairpins 
    } 
 

Code 3: Hairpin location procedure pseudocode 

After we identify the hairpins from both trees, we check all pairs of hairpins 

against the distance matrix and select the pair with the lowest distance score. We 

then align the selected pair – we take the shorter stem and remove the lower part of 

the longer stem, and we also remove residues from the larger loop, so both the stem 

and the loop have the same size. Figure 7 shows the optimal alignment of stem and 

loop of two hairpins. However, finding optimal alignment for two hairpins is hard. 

We settled on a below–optimum solution that tries to align the loops on ! positions, 

for ! = !"#(!""!!. !"#$ − !""!!. !"#$), with respect to both orientations of the 

hairpin. 

After the alignment, we have a set of residue pairs which can be used for the 

alignment of the structure. By using RMSD, we find the rotation and translation 

matrix corresponding to the optimal superposition of the aligned pairs. We then 

apply these transformations to the whole structures. The rough time estimate of this 

method is !! + !! + !!, where !! + !! correspond to the traversal of the trees and 

!! is the comparison of all hairpins. Because there is at most as many hairpins as 

there are nodes, the running time of this method in the ! notation is !(!!). 
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Figure 7: Two hairpins and their optimal alignment 

3.5.2 B – Roulette Selection on Inner Nodes 
We take a different approach with method B. The motivation behind this method is 

to score the subtree pairs based on their size and make a sample with respect to the 

combination of these scores and the pair distance. This means that pairs with same 

distance scores and larger subtrees will be preferred to pairs with smaller subtrees 

when making the sample. 

We started by taking all pairs of internal nodes of both trees. We stored their 

comparison value found in the distance table normalised by the average size of both 

subtrees rooted in the nodes and used this to apply roulette selection over this set. 

Roulette selection is a random choice operator frequently used in evolution 

algorithms that returns a weighted random choice from a list of scored items. For us 

to be able to use the roulette selection, we needed to reverse the values in the 

selection table, so that the pairs with the lowest score (i.e. the most similar ones) 

have the most chance of being selected.  
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After the pairs with scores are selected, we sample 3–5 random pairs from this set, 

calculate the rotation and translation data from these pairs and align the whole 

structures. After repeating this procedure ! times, we return the best-found alignment 

of the two structures. Note that ! is a parameter of this method, with a default value 

50. A pseudocode of the selection procedure can be found in Code 4. 
 
    roulette_selection(strucutres, pieces, scores) { 
 
        k = 50 
        i = 0 
 
        best_rmsd = float.max 
        best_rotran = null 
        while i < k { 
            j = random(3, 5) 
            pairs = set() 
 
            while j > 0 { 
                next_piece = random_pair(pieces) 
                pieces.remove(next_piece) 
                pairs.add(next_piece) 
                j-- 
            } 
 
            rmsd, rotran = calculate_rmsd(structures, pairs) 
            if rmsd < best_rmsd { 
                best_rmsd = rmsd 
                best_rotran = rotran 
            } 
             
            pieces.add(pairs) 
            i++ 
        } 
    } 
 

Code 4: Roulette selection 

The overall number of operations in this method is !! ∗ !! + ! where !!, !! is the 

number of internal nodes in the respective structures. It is important to mention that 

for this method to run in this time, a precomputation or a caching function needs to 

be used for the subtree size queries used in the method. However, this information 

can be recursively computed in !(!) for each tree, so it does not change the overall 

time estimate. Because ! is a constant and the number of internal nodes is always 

lower than the total number of nodes in the trees, the total running time required is 

!(!!). Due to its random nature, this method does not guarantee that the results of 

the run will be the same after multiple runs. 
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3.5.3 C – Combination of Methods A and B 
Method C tries to combine the functionality of methods A and B to improve their 

performance. The idea behind this method was to take a locally aligned structures 

using a specific structural motif, hairpin, and then improve those alignments by 

sampling from the nodes. 

 It first finds the most similar hairpin as was described in the method A section, 

continues by constructing the selection set used in method B, and samples from the 

set. The sampling set is modified slightly, where nodes are weighted not only by 

their size but also by the distance of the hairpin so that nodes far apart are more 

likely sampled than those near the aligned hairpin. It then calculates the rotation and 

translation data by combining the data from hairpin pairs and sampled pairs, 

inputting both into the RMSD algorithm. The result is the best structural alignment 

found. Because this method is combining the methods A and B, the running time 

remains the same – ! !! .  

3.5.4 D – Longest Paths 
Method A uses one hairpin from each structure to calculate the superposition. 

Because hairpins are local motifs, it makes method A insensitive to global structural 

information. We wanted to battle this locality of the method by introducing more 

motifs used for comparison – method D is using one of those motifs, the root–leaf 

paths. The root–leaf paths in the trees correspond to a section in the secondary 

structure starting at the first base pair and ending at the beginning of a hairpin loop. 

Method D restricts itself only to the longest root–leaf paths in the tree, as these paths 

cover major sections of the structure. The longest root–leaf path in an example 

structure is highlighted in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: Longest root-leaf path 
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The method starts by finding all longest root–leaf paths from both trees. After that, 

each path pair is compared, aligned and the best–aligned pair is returned. For each 

path pair, the alignment procedure aligns the shorter path to the longer one at all 

possible positions with a complete overlap and sums the distances for the aligned 

residue pairs. The best distance then decides which path pair with what alignment 

will be taken. Figure 9 illustrates the alignment process with sample paths. 

 
Figure 9: Path alignment 

After the path pair is selected, residues used for superposition are chosen from the 

pair. If we took all residues from the aligned paths, it is possible that local 

dissimilarities might propagate to the RMSD calculation and make the entire 

alignment worse. This could happen if one of the paths contained a bulge, a hairpin 

or other local motif that would not have a corresponding counterpart in the opposite 

path. For this reason, we decided to select multiple sets of aligned residues from the 

paths. For each of the set of selected residues, method D calculates the structural 

similarity of the two structures and returns the best alignment based on its RMSD 

score. 

There are multiple steps in method D that need to be considered for the assessment 

of its running time. First, the longest paths are found. This is a procedure similar to 

identifying the hairpins in method A and takes !(!) time. Then all pairs of paths are 

aligned – this is equal to !(!! ∗ !! ∗ ! ∗min (ℎ! ∗ ℎ!)), where !!, !! is the number of 
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longest paths in the trees, ! = !"#(ℎ1− ℎ2) is the difference between the lengths of 

the longest paths as the number of alignments that need to be considered, and 

min (ℎ! ∗ ℎ!) is the number of lookups that need to be performed for each of the 

alignments, with ℎ!, ℎ! being the respective lengths of the paths. After the best pair is 

identified, we need to perform at most min (!! ∗ !!) selections of the residues, which 

are then used to compare the structures. It can be seen that the path pair comparison 

is the major part of the running time of this method. 

3.5.5 E – Tree Widths 
Similarly to method D, method E is exploiting a motif found in the tree – tree 

widths. Tree width is a list of node siblings with the same parent, and in the 

secondary structure they correspond mainly to three motifs – a hairpin loop (if the 

siblings are leafs), a junction (if the siblings are not leafs and have internal node as a 

parent), and unpaired starts and ends of the structure (if they have root as a parent). 

These motifs share information with both the paths used in method D and the 

hairpins used in method A. Figure 10 shows that while the motifs are expressed 

variously in secondary structure, they have a straightforward definition in the tree 

representation of the structure. 

After the widths are generated, the method calculates the alignment score for each 

width pair from the information in the distance matrix. However, because the widths 

do not overlap like the paths in method D did, we do not take the best width 

alignment. Instead, we order the pairs based on their aligned score, and the pairs are 

then iterated over and added to a list of selected width pairs if both of the widths 

were not added there in previous iterations. See Code 5 for pseudocode example of 

this procedure. 

The selected width pair list is also iterated, trying to add the current pair to the 

total aligned pairs, and if the structural alignment is better with this pair, it is kept, 

and the iteration continues. If the pair does not improve the alignment, it is disposed 

of. This is a variant of a greedy algorithm.  

Because the decision to dispose or keep the width pair is crucial to the proper 

functioning of this method and the number of internal structure alignments is higher 

in this method than in every previous method, we reevaluated the usage of RMSD for 

the structural alignment comparison.  
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Figure 10: Tree widths 
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We compared superposition results for selected pairs with respect to the calculated 

RMSD and PSI and saw that PSI corresponds greatly with the quality of the 

alignment. Because of that, all methods, starting with method E, internally use PSI 

instead of RMSD to compare different structural alignments. 
 
    take_widths(scored_width_pairss) { 
        selected_pairs = set.new() 
 
        for width_pair in scored_width_pairs { 
            if set.intersect(selected_pairs, width_pair) == null { 
                selected_pairs.add(width_pair) 
            } 
        } 
         
        return selected_pairs 
    } 
 

Code 5: Tree widths selection 

Like method D, method E has multiple separate steps contributing to the running 

time, and therefore the running time estimation is composed of multiple steps too. 

The generation of widths takes !(!) time, as only a simple traversal of the tree is 

necessary. The comparison of widths takes !(!! ∗ !! ∗ !) time, where !!,!! are 

the respective numbers of widths in the trees, and ! represents the max number of 

alignments between one pair of widths. The greedy alignment algorithm takes 

!(!"#(!!,!!)). It can be seen that the comparison of the width pairs is the main 

part of the running time estimation, similarly to the method D. 

3.5.6 F – Combining Methods A and E 
Method F aims to improve the properties of the method E, which cover a large part 

of the structure, with adding aligned pairs calculated by method A. First the width 

pairs and the similar hairpin pair are generated, as described in sections about 

methods E and A, respectively. After the generation part of this method is done, the 

comparison starts, where four orders are tested to find the best structural alignment. 

With pair_A and widths_E representing the results returned by the respective 

methods, the following list shows the tested ordering of the residue sets. 
• pair_A, widths_E 

• pair_A, reversed(widths_E) 

• widths_E, pair_A 

• reversed(widths_E), pair_A 
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Because the algorithm applying the residue pairs is greedy, the ordering is added 

to ensure that all possible combinations are tested. The running time of this method is 

the sum of running times of the methods A and E.  

3.5.7 G – Combining Methods A, D and E 
Method G iterates on the functionality of method F, adding paths to the mix. The 

setup of the method A and E stays the same, but for method D, instead of taking the 

best path and creating one large set of paired residues, all residue pairs are generated 

from the best–aligned paths and added as a list of partial results to be used for the 

greedy algorithm. 

Another difference is that instead of setting a specific set of orderings that are 

evaluated, all permutations of the input data are considered, and because the paired 

residues from the longest paths are included, this evaluates to !(!!) running time 

estimation. While the idea that testing greedily every permutation of the residues in 

the input set will result in the best alignment can be valid, the running time on larger 

structures was shown to be too high to be useful. 

3.5.8 H – More Efficient Variant of Method G 
Because trying out every order of the input pairs resulted in a substantial running 

time, we sought to improve this in method H. Instead of taking every order of the 

pairs, method H takes groups of pairs. One group is taken for the aligned hairpins, 

one is taken for the tree widths, and then all pairs from the aligned root–leaf paths are 

considered as a standalone group. 

This heavily reduced the number of orderings for structures with shallow trees, and 

thus small root–leaf paths, however for structures with deep trees, the number of 

possible orderings was still too high. The trade–off between the number of orderings 

and the tried pairs was still too high for this method to be usable in reasonable time.  

3.5.9 I – Modified Approach to Method Combinations 
At this point, we knew that using combinations of the motifs has a high chance of 

producing a good alignment. However, the tested uses of the combinations did not 

work properly. We tried to look at the pair combination problem from a different 

angle in method I. Instead of taking all pairs from the root–leaf paths as single 

groups, we took the whole aligned root–leaf path as one group.  
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This largely reduced the number of orderings the algorithm needed to do to try 

every combination – only three groups with rotations were necessary to be combined. 

This resulted in 24 combinations. Albeit promising, the tests we performed shown 

that for structure pairs with deep trees, each of the 24 combinations still takes much 

time. In such cases, the greedy matching needs to process every residue pair in the 

root–leaf paths.  

3.5.10 J – Improving Effectiveness of Method I 
While the results of method I were satisfying and its speed improved from the 

time–heavy methods G and H, method J tries to address the running time with a 

couple of changes. As was written in the previous section, method I tests 24 

orderings. This corresponds to enumerating all possible permutations when selecting 

combinations from three bins with two, two and one elements, respectively. The two 

items in the two bins correspond to the order of the pairs inside the groups – we tried 

to take either the original order or its reverse. We did not try this reversal process for 

the root leaves because their alignment process already contains the testing for 

reversals. 

After writing down all the 24 orderings of method I, we discovered that while the 

orderings indeed cover all possible combinations of the groups, it is unnecessary to 

perform all of them, because parts of them are included in other orderings, and the 

greedy algorithm tests them out. Using this improvement, method J only performs 

six orderings, and we removed redundant pairs from the later orderings, reducing the 

speed of method I while keeping the accuracy. 
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4 Results and Future Work 

4.1 Implementation 
The RAWTED methods were implemented in Python 3.5. We chose Python 

because of the simplicity of using other existing tools for working with RNA 

molecules and structures, like the BioPython library, and because we preferred the 

speed of prototyping and development, leaving the runtime speed–ups for future 

extensions. The DSSR tool was integrated using the subprocess Python library 

using the JSON output option of the tool. The implementation can be accessed at 

https://github.com/gyfis/rawted. 

4.2 SCOR Dataset 
During the development of the RAWTED pipeline, we needed to measure the 

quality of the methods and compare them. There are three datasets created from the 

SCOR database – FSCOR, R–FSCOR and T–FSCOR [7]. FSCOR is a dataset 

containing RNA chains with more than three nucleotides annotated with their 

functional classification. The R–FSCOR dataset is a subset of FSCOR containing 

RNA chains that are structurally dissimilar, and the T–FSCOR dataset contains the 

structures not present in R–FSCOR. 

The SCOR database is formed as a tree. The leaves are the RNA molecules and the 

inner nodes represent the functional categories. This means that the molecules can be 

compared on multiple levels – either they are functionally identical, in which case 

they share a parent, or they are functionally similar, which corresponds to the two 

nodes sharing an inner node on the path to root. The method comparison is made on 

the functionally exact level, but the comparison with existing solutions will include 

both the exact and the similar levels of the SCOR database. 

We used leave–one–out classification on the FSCOR dataset for the method 

comparison. For each of the structures, we calculated the RMSD with every other 

structure. We then sorted these distances, varied the RMSD value between their 

minimum and maximum, and for each of the fixed values, we assumed the pair is 

positive if the RMSD value of the pair is lower. Moreover, we counted the pair as 

true positives (TP) if their functional category is the same, and as false positive (FP) 

otherwise. We denoted the number of structurally similar pairs as positives (P) and 

the number of structurally dissimilar pairs as negatives (N) and calculated the false 
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positive ratio (FPR) and the true positive ratio (TPR) as !"/! and !"/!, 

respectively. We plotted the TPR on the y–axis against the FPR on the x–axis 

resulting in a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, where each point of the 

curve corresponds to a fixed threshold. We used the area under the curve (AUC) of 

the ROC curve as the main value used for comparing the accuracy of the methods. 

Apart from the ROC curves and the AUC score, we also use the PSI information to 

compare the methods. We use a histogram with the PSI values returned from the pair 

comparison, and it provides an additional view to the accuracy of the methods. The 

best possible PSI histogram would be one with all of the values in the right bin – 

corresponding to one hundred percent PSI values. However, this is not possible due 

to the fact that the optimal alignment does not have to correlate with a perfect PSI 

value. Because the optimal alignments are unknown before running the algorithm, 

we cannot express how good the PSI is, but we can use the histograms to compare 

the methods to each other. We say that one histogram is better than the other if it has 

more high values and less low values. 

However, because there are 419 molecules in the dataset, recalculating all pairs 

takes too much time. We decided to select a representative sample of the molecules 

on which we would evaluate the methods. We selected 21 structures based on their 

AUC scores calculated on the whole dataset so that they would contain the 

differences in the data. Figure 11 shows the ROC curves for methods A to D when 

evaluated on the whole dataset and when evaluated on the subset we selected. It can 

be seen that while the curves are different, they can be used as an approximation for 

the methods, allowing us to generalise the results. The subset selection gave us the 

possibility to run 21 leave–one–out evaluations instead of 419, heavily speeding up 

the method development cycle. Appendix B lists the selected structure PDB IDs with 

their chain IDs. 

 
Figure 11: Data subset comparison on ROC curves 
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4.3 Tree Variants 
We started the development of the RAWTED method with a simple 

implementation of the tree, and later on, we implemented another variant using more 

complicated information stored in the nodes. Both of the tree variants can be used 

interchangeably in the RAWTED method. This subchapter describes their 

differences and how they compared in the evaluations. 

We first created multiple ways of creating the trees – from nucleotide information 

returned by DSSR, from arbitrary dot–bracket notation, and from the labelled 

ordered notation (LON) of trees. An example of labelled ordered notation can be 

seen in Figure 12. However, because only the nucleotide information contains all the 

information we needed in both versions of the trees, it is returned directly by the 

DSSR tool, and maintaining additional ways for generating the trees is unnecessary, 

we dropped the DBN and LON input support. 

 
Figure 12: Example of labelled ordered notation 

The first variant of the tree we developed uses simple node labels taken directly 

from the DSSR tool. For leafs in the tree, the node has a label corresponding to the 

residue in the structure, e.g. A.39. We combined the labels for inner nodes because 

they have two residues corresponding to the base pair in the structure. An example of 

such label is G.19_C.50. 

As was written in previous sections, the tree edit distance algorithm does three 

modifications to the trees when finding the optimal distance – delete a node, insert a 

node or edit a node. In the case of the first tree variant, the cost for the edit node 

operation was binary, and equality was used for the calculation. If two nodes have 
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same labels, the edit cost would be zero, but if they have different labels, the edit cost 

would be one. Because the actual residual identifiers were used as the labels, there is 

little chance that some nodes would have the same labels, resulting in the tree edit 

distance not taking the labels into consideration and instead focusing only on the 

structure. 

While focusing only on the structure of the molecules is a valid approach, we tried 

to see if comparing the nodes annotated with more information gives a different 

result. For this reason, we created a second variant of the RNA tree. This variant 

stores much more information about the residues in the nodes, and uses parametrized 

comparison method for calculating the insertion, deletion and edit scores used in the 

tree edit distance. 

The node in the second variant of the tree is composed of one or two enhanced 

labels, each having three parts. The first part is a set of nucleotide types. The second 

part of the node is a tuple of pseudo-torsion angles ! and ! mentioned previously. 

The third part is a vector of five numbers representing the number of residues in a 

certain distance from the processed residue. The actual distances used in the 

algorithm are [10, 20, 30, 40, 50] Å. For leafs in the tree, there is one enhanced label, 

and for inner nodes, there are two, each representing one residue from the base pair. 

The residue type in the enhanced label encodes the primary structure and the 

angles with the distance store information about the tertiary structure into the tree. In 

this way, the tree edit distance algorithm has larger access to complex data about the 

structure. The comparison is made on an enhanced label basis. If the compared nodes 

have the same number of enhanced labels, their score is calculated directly. 

Otherwise, a penalty is added for the missing enhanced label - this happens when 

comparing a leaf with an inner node in the tree. 

The actual comparison of the enhanced label is weighted and is a parameter of the 

RAWTED method if the user chooses to use the second version of the tree. Four 

parameters are corresponding to the enhanced label. Each of the three enhanced label 

parts takes one parameter, and the fourth one sets the insertion and deletion penalty. 

If we set one of the enhanced label’s parameters to zero, it does not use the 

corresponding part of the label in the comparison.  

We used methods A through D and the selected FSCOR sample to compare the 

tree variants and, in the case of the second tree variant, different enhanced label 

parameters. The parameters we used are listed in Table 1. The delete and insert 
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penalty for all the listed weight variants was 10. To test the sensitivity of the 

methods to the difference in delete and insert penalties, we also tried to run the 

methods with the penalty parameter of 1000. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen from the charts on Figures 13 through 20, the difference between 

the different tree variants and different weights for the enhanced label is minimal for 

method A and method D, and low for method B and method C. The reason for the 

bigger differences in results for method B is caused by the randomness of the method 

as described in the subchapter 3.5.2. Results for method C share this feature because 

the method internally combines method A and method B, and the randomness is 

propagated to the results. Overall, It is interesting to see that neither the tree variant 

nor the parameters make much of a difference in the results. For this reason, we 

advise the users of the RAWTED method to use the first tree variant, as the running 

time for the tree edit distance algorithm is much better.  

 
Figure 13: Tree comparison - ROC - Method A 

ID Tree variant W1 W2 W3 Penalty 
I v1 – – – – 
II v2 1 1 1 10 
III v2 0 10 3 10 
IV v2 0 1 10 10 
V v2 10 3 0 10 
VI v2 10 0 3 10 
VII v2 10 1 1 1000 

Table 1: Compared tree variants 
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Figure 14: Tree comparison - PSI Histogram - Method A 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Tree comparison - ROC - Method B 
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Figure 16: Tree comparison - PSI Histogram - Method B 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17: Tree comparison - ROC - Method C 
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Figure 18: Tree comparison - PSI Histogram - Method C 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19: Tree comparison - ROC - Method D 
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Figure 20: Tree comparison - PSI Histogram - Method D 

4.4 Method Comparison 
After testing if the tree variants make any difference in the results, we compared 

the methods we developed for the structural superposition. We used the second 

variant of the tree with the third weight parameters listed in the previous chapter 

((10,3,0)) and the selected sample of the FSCOR dataset to compare the methods 

with each other. Because the methods G and H are too slow, we removed those two 

methods from the method comparison. 

Figure 21 shows the receiver operating curves along with the AUC values of the 

eight compared methods – A, B, C, D, E, F, I, J. Figure 22 shows the PSI histograms 

of the same methods. We will go through each of the methods and their results in 

detail. 

The AUC value for method A is 0,7495. As the first method we developed, this 

was a rather high result. Because method A uses the most similar hairpins in the 

structures, and hairpins are common yet specific motifs, it makes sense that using 

those motifs for superposition brings results. However, the PSI histogram shows that 

while the AUC value was relatively high, it does not correspond with high values of 

the structural identity. The cause for this is the locality of the method A – using one 
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local motif for aligning the structures naturally results in leaving some parts of the 

structures unaligned.  

 

 Figure 21: Method Comparison – ROC 

 
Figure 22: Method Comparison - PSI Histogram 

Method B has the lowest AUC value of all the methods we developed. Because the 

method does not take into account any specific motifs found in secondary or tertiary 
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structures of RNA, but instead only relies on random choice, the resulting alignments 

do not have high quality. Interestingly, the shape of the PSI histogram for this 

method is better than the one for method A, and we assume this to the fact that unlike 

method A, method B is not limited to local motifs, but it instead samples paired 

residues from whole structures.  

Method C, as a combination of methods A and B, fits nicely between the results of 

those two methods – both the AUC value and the histogram shape of the method C 

can be seen as a combination of the methods A and B. However, we expected this 

method to result in an improvement over the method A. We assumed that if we take 

the result by method and improve it by random sampling, the total result would be 

better. We think the low scores are caused by the random sample misaligning the 

found hairpins, leading to a worse alignment.   

We tried another approach with method D – using the longest paths described in 

the previous chapter. The AUC score of this method is higher than that of the method 

C but lower than the value for method A. This corresponds with the fact that while 

longest paths proved themselves as an interesting structural motif usable for 

alignment, they do not stand up in comparison with the direct usage of hairpins. On 

the other hand, the PSI histogram shows interesting features, with the highest number 

of alignments being between 50 and 90 PSI values. The PSI histogram is also 

explained by the usage of the longest paths – because they are, by definition, the 

longest paths in the trees, they can cover a large portion of the structures, which then 

results in higher PSI values. 

Even though we used yet another structural motif in method E, both the AUC 

value and the ROC curve were similar to the ones of method D. The PSI histogram 

shows larger differences between the two methods, with the average PSI of method E 

being between 0 and 50. While the root–leaf paths covered the depth of the tree, the 

widths employed by method E can cover only one layer of the tree, which by itself is 

a local motif more than a global one, and this explains the low average values of the 

PSI. As we have seen in method A, local motifs can be used to align two structures 

with high resulting RMSD scores even though the PSI values are low, and method E 

is another such example. 

Method F is the first method we developed to have a better AUC score than 

method A. The previous chapter describes that the idea behind method F was to 

combine methods A and E. However, while the RMSD results shown in the ROC 
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curve were indeed better than the ones for method A and E, the PSI histogram was 

not just a combination as was the case for method C. Instead, the histogram shows an 

improvement, and it can be explained by the combination of two local motifs – 

instead of covering one area of the structure with one local motif pair, we take two, 

and that corresponds with higher PSI values. Another factor might be the fact that we 

used PSI instead of RMSD for decisions inside the method for the first time. 

Albeit being the best scoring method we developed so far, we were not satisfied 

with the overall PSI results of the method F. We tried multiple approaches with 

methods G and H, but the improvements were shown to be too much of a runtime 

speed burden for these methods to be usable. We continued with improving the 

methods, and the method I was the result. Method I combines method A, D and a 

special case of the tree widths used in method E. In this way, we combine multiple 

local motifs with the root–leaf paths as a more global motif, and as the results show, 

both the AUC value for the method and the PSI histogram show that this approach 

was a step in a good direction. The histogram shows the highest numbers of PSI in 

between the 60 and 100 PSI values, which again can be explained by using both local 

(hairpins and tree widths) and semi–global (root–leaf paths) motifs for the alignment. 

The method I has great results for both the RMSD and the PSI measures we use 

for comparing the methods. We tried to improve the running time of the method I 

while keeping its good results in method J. We achieved this partially. The measured 

AUC value is indeed higher for method J than for method I, but the PSI histogram 

shows that we traded some structural precision for an improvement in running speed. 

Based on these comparisons, we advise the users of the RAWTED method to use 

either method I or J. Compared to the tree edit distance matrix generation, the 

difference between the running time of the methods I and J is low, so users looking 

for the best precision should use the method I. However, in cases where the tree edit 

distance matrix can be precomputed and the running time is critical, users can opt–in 

to use the method J instead of the method I. We set the default used method to the 

method J because it represents the most general trade–off between the RMSD values, 

PSI values and the running speed. 

4.5 Comparison with Current Approaches 
We used the mentioned method J in comparison with the existing methods for 

calculating superposition of RNA structures, namely the iParts, iParts2, SETTER and 
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SARA. We evaluated method J on the whole FSCOR dataset, using leave–one–out 

classification for both the exact and the similar functional classes. We compared the 

RAWTED method with all the mentioned methods using ROC curves and AUC 

values, and we also compared the PSI histograms with the SETTER and SARA 

methods – iParts and iParts2 do not include this information, and the tests cannot be 

performed using the provided web portal. As can be seen in Figure 23, the RAWTED 

method is achieving similar accuracy for the exact matching as the best existing tools 

for RNA superposition. Interestingly, it has higher margin when comparing exact 

matching than for similar matching, as is shown in Figure 24. This can be explained 

by the fact that more RNA structures share the same class, and the differences in the 

RMSD scores, used for comparison, are low – resulting in higher error margin. The 

low overall accuracy of the similar matching does not mean our method does not 

work but rather touches on the limitations of this type of evaluation and the quality of 

the dataset.  

 
Figure 23: ROC curves - exact matching – state-of-the-art methods 
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Figure 24: ROC curves - similar matching – state-of-the-art methods 

 
Figure 25: PSI Histogram – state-of-the-art methods 

Figure 25 shows the PSI values histogram for the SARA and SETTER methods, 

compared to the RAWTED method. The values in the lower half of the chart are 

lower for SETTER and higher in the upper part of the chart – this means that using 

RAWTED results in similar or better–aligned structures when using this measure.  
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The data about the AUC scores and the ROC curves of the other methods were 

taken from the iParts2 report [19]. However, the authors listed that the higher–valued 

results are for the exact matching and the lower–valued results are for the similar 

matching. When compared with the results in the SETTER report [6], we believe the 

authors of the iParts2 swapped the labels for the plots, as apart from the labels the 

results in the two papers are the same. We contacted the authors of the iParts2 report 

requesting clarification, but they did not reach back to us to clear out our questions. 

4.6 Runtime Evaluation 
To see the actual running times of the RAWTED method, we selected some of the 

molecules in the FSCOR dataset evaluated runtime on pairs in this sequence after 

sorting. We sorted the data so that the compared structures have similar sizes. Figure 

26 shows the dependency of structure sizes on time needed to perform our method, 

for the selected pairs. We used method J and tree variant 1 in this evaluation. For 

smaller structures, the most time is taken in loading the structure, while for larger 

structures, the tree edit distance matrix calculation is the longest part of the 

RAWTED method. 

 
Figure 26: Running time evaluation 
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4.7 Limitations and Future Work 
Albeit being in the same accuracy class as the other existing methods for structural 

superposition, the RAWTED method has some limitations. One of the biggest 

problems is the necessity to calculate the tree edit distance – because the best–known 

algorithm runs in !(!!), the overall running time is scaling steeply with the size of 

the structures. There are multiple approaches on how this part of the method can be 

modified to better suit the needs of its users. The tree edit distances can be 

precomputed, albeit reducing the simplicity of the usage of this method, or an 

extension using a more performant library for the tree edit distance can be written, 

which would lead to increase in the overall running speed of the method. 

Before we can get to the tree edit distance, we need to convert the secondary 

structures to trees – and this poses another limitation of this method. Because we 

need to clean the structure from complicated motifs (e.g. pseudoknots) before we can 

perform the transformation, we are losing information usable for the superposition, 

reducing the possible quality of the alignment. We need to note that this only applies 

to structures with such complicated motifs, and the quality reduction is not high. 

The implementation of the RAWTED method we provide is in Python because we 

wanted to focus on fast development cycle, exploration of the possible approaches 

and use existing libraries instead of concerning ourselves about running speed. This 

leads to speed reduction compared to writing the method in a more performant 

language. On the other hand, Python is rooted deeply in the bioinformatic scientific 

community, so using or modifying our method should be very easy for other 

researchers. 
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Conclusion 
We presented a novel approach for superposition of RNA structures. We started 

the work by describing the necessary biological background and listing existing 

works on this topic. The RAWTED method was then presented, with detailed 

description of each step in the method – the conversion from tertiary to secondary 

RNA structures, the transformation of the secondary structures to trees, their 

comparison using existing tree edit distance algorithms, and finally a multitude of 

methods used to calculate the RNA structural superposition from the tree edit 

distance matrix. We finished by evaluating the different developed approaches 

against each other as well as comparing the method with existing solutions, and 

describing its possible limitations. The implementation of the method can be 

accessed at https://github.com/gyfis/rawted. 

The RAWTED method exploits the fact that secondary RNA structures can be 

converted to trees, after minor modifications. Then, the trees can be compared using 

tree edit distance algorithms. Using the tree edit distance matrix with information 

about distances of every subtree pair, we were able to find new structural motifs 

easily definable in the context of the trees that were not used in previous works. 

Using a combination of existing motifs, our newly defined ones and a greedy 

matching algorithm, we reach accuracy comparable to the current methods for 

structural superposition. 

There are some limitations of the research made in this thesis. Converting the 

secondary RNA structures to trees requires the structures to be pseudoknot–free. This 

means that we need to remove those complicated structural motifs from the structure, 

resulting in an information loss. Previous works on this topic did not impose this 

restriction, because they either did not need the tree conversion or because they did 

not even use the secondary structures in their superposition methods. It is possible 

that further research might show that it is plausible to encode this information to 

trees with no data loss. In another part of the RAWTED pipeline, we opted to use a 

suboptimal implementation of the tree edit distance matrix, because it was easily 

extended. Further work might implement an extension using a better implementation 

of the TED algorithm, resulting in a better runtime of the method. 

Another topic of future research is to exploit the structural motifs we found in the 

trees. However, instead of searching for those motifs in trees, it could be interesting 
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to look for those motifs in secondary, or even tertiary, structures, similarly to how the 

SETTER compares the GSSUs. This might leverage the newly found motifs used in 

this work while disposing of the fairly complicated pipeline and overcoming the 

listed limitations.  
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Appendix A: Contents of the CD 
• Rawted method project source code (folder Rawted) 

• Development and evaluation source code (folder Development) 

• Measured method result data (folder Results) 

• Text of the thesis (file thesis.pdf) 

• Technical documentation (file technical-documentation.pdf) 

• User documentation (file user–documentation.pdf) 
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Appendix B: Selected FSCOR Subset 
• 1bz2#A 

• 1eht#A 

• 1s72#0 

• 1dk1#B 

• 1p50#A 

• 1qf6#B 

• 1kp7#A 

• 1mme#D 

• 1g1x#J 

• 1gid#B 

• 1fyo#A 

• 1asz#R 

• 1k73#B 

• 1vop#A 

• 1h4q#T 

• 1k8a#B 

• 1zdi#S 

• 1d0t#A 

• 1zdk#R 

• 1ec6#D 

• 1n36#A 

 


